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CENTER GRAFHS OF CHORDAL GRAPHS

By PRABIR DAS and S, B. RAO

Ind,ian Stcrti,st'ical Institute

ABSIIRACaI. A graph G is chordal (triangulated, rigid circuit) if every cycle of length
at least 4 has a chord. The center C(t}) af any graph G is the set of vertices of G vit'h tire mini-
mum eccentricity, and <C(C)>, the subgraph of G induced on C(G), is the center graph of G.

A graph G is said to J:e self-centered if C(G) : V(G) or equivalently r(G) : d(G) where r(G), d(G)
denoto the radius, drameter, respectivel5,, of G. Laskar and Shier (rlbstracts AIIS (198f), 783-

05- I tl) proved, among ot'her results, tlnat if G is a self-centered chordal graph, then r(G) q 3. In
this paper \r'e show that tirere are no self-contered chordal graphs with r(G\ :- 3 and characterize
all self-centered chordal graphs. AII chordal graphs 11 with (r(Il), d(H) ) + (2, 3) which are the
center graphs of some chordal graph are also characterized. For a, connected chordal graph G,

IeL a(G) : k ba the smallest positive integer A such that Ck(G) : gtc-t(G) whero C"(G) : T(G),
Ci(G) : C(aCt-t(G)2). Then we show rlnat a(G) q 4 and the bound is sharp.

l. ImnooucrroN AND DEn'NrrroNS

For an undirected graph G without loops or multiple edges, the symbols
l/(G), E(G) denote the vertex set, edge set, respectively of G; and lZ(G)l is
l:he orcl,er of G. A graph G is called chorilal, (t'r'iangulated, rigid circuit) if
overy cycle of length at least 4 has a chord, that is, an edge joining non-
(,onsecuti\'-e vert'ices of the cycle. Examples of chordal graphs include
/c-trees, interval graphs and block graphs. Further, chordal graphs are

linown to be perfect [] and elficient algorithms exist for' finding minimum
rurlorings, minimum independent sets, minimum clique correls and maximal
cli<1ues in chordal gra,phs (refer to Gawil [0], Golumbic l7l); even though
l,lrcsc problems are known to be NP-hard for general graphs t7]. Chordal
gltphs also arise in several application a,reas \,yhich include, among others,
lvoltrtionary trees [3], facility location [4], scheduling [11] and solution of
Hlfrr,r'lJo systems of linear equations [13].

l,ct € be the set of all non-isomorphic types of connected chordal gra,phs.

A vrrlLcK u € V(G) is said to be siwr,pli,cinl if its neighbourhood Nq(u):
i,r t, l/(())lun e E(G)), induccs a complete graph. Let S(G) be the set of all
ertrrtf rlir:irrl vertices of G. A subset S e t/(G) is a aerter separator of G for non-
rtrl.iir,rcrrl, vcrtices rr a,nd b (or an n-b separator of G) if in G-S, the graph
llrlrrirrt,rl fi'om G by the removal of the yertices of S and incident edges, the
trrr'fl(:()r1 r, &nd b belong to distinct connected components. Let S(a,b,G)

r,l -l I
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be the set of all q,-b separators of G. If no proper subset of S e S(a,b,G)
belongs to B(a, b, G), tl.-.en S is called a mi,n,imcrl o-b separator of G. Let
So(a,b, G) be the set of all minimal o-b separator.s of G.

A clique C of G is a subset C e T(G) such that <C>, the subgraph of
G induced on the set, C is complete in G. A clique C is saicl to be an absorbent
cliqueinG if for evety uev(G)-c there exists auec, such that uu eE(G).
Let G be a connected graph. LeL r, y e V(G).

de@, A) : distance betrveen r and y in G

eccentricity of r, es(m): maximum cls(r,z)
ze V(G)

radius of G, r(G): -jl'r?ll- eG@)

diameter of G, d,(G): -:;"ifty- eek).

I{fi(r) : {y e V(G)ld,s(r, y) : /c} where ft is a positive integer.

Define C(G) : {r e V(G)les(r) : r(G)}.

c(G) is called t'he center of G, and <c(G)> is lhe center graqth of G. A graph
G is said lo be self-centered, if r(tfi : d((]), equivalently C(G) : V(G). Laskar
and Shier [9] proved that if G e g and is self-centered, then r(G) ( B. fn
this paper we proye that if G e S and is self-centered, then r(G) 4 2

fTheorem 12] and also characterize all self-centered G e s. fTheorem lb].
Laskar and Shier [9] proved that if G e -g, then <C({}); is connected.. We
show that if G e 3) then either C(G) is comptete or k(G) < k(< C(G) >) where
ft(G) is the vertex connectively of G fCorollarlr {1. Let G e 1} and. a -- a(G)
be the smallest positive integer such that < Co(G) ) : { ga-r(G) } where
Co(G) : V(G) and C'(G) : C(< Ct-r(G) >), i > I. Laskar and Shier [9]
proved fhat a(G) exists for G e g. We prove that if G e g, then a(G) K +
and the bound is sharp fTheorem ll]. we further characterize all H e s
viLh (r(H),d(HD + (2,3) which are center graphs of some chordal graph
fTheorems 15,2I1.

Define r{G) : r(4 Ct(G) >)

dt(G) : d(< ct(G) >)

ro(G): r(G) and d,oQ):6,1G1.

We show that if G e S, ttren d,r({}) ( 3, fTheorem 8].
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The following well knonn results on chordal graphs are used repeatedly

in the proofs of theorems and lemmas of this paper.

(l) Every chordal graph G * Kn,the complete graph of order n, has

two nonadjacent simplicial vcrtices, Dirac [5].

(2) G is chordaliff G-u is chordal for some simplicial vertex a of G.

(3) G is chordal iff for every pair, a,b of nonadjacent vertices, a +b,
and Su c So(4, b, G), <,S0> is complete, Dirac [5].

n'or notation and definition not gir-en here, v'e follow, Bondy and Murty

[2] and Golumbic [71.

We first prove the follou'ing basic lemma regarding members of So@, y, G)

rvhere n, y e C(G) and G e S.
Lemma I : If G e .9, r, A are d,'istinct nonad,jacent uertices in C(G), and'

So e So(r, y, G), then the follotui,ng cond,i,tions hold,

(cl) Bo c c(G).

(C2) There are at least 2 d,i,sti,nct aertices 21,?2€ So such tha,t

for euery i: L,2 ei,ther ds(r,zi - L or ds(g,2il: l.
Inparticular lSol ) z. (l.l)

Proof : Suppose that the lemma is not true. Choose a, rrertex z* e Bo

as follorvs : If (Ct)is not true, then choose a vertex z' e Sovilh ec@*) > r'(G).

Tf (Cl) is true but (C2) is not true, then the number of vertices z in Bo which
satisfy (1.f ) is at most one; choose z* tobe the vertex satisfying (l.l) if any,

otherwise choose any vertex z* in Bo.

Lel a be a vertex of G rvith d'6(z* , a) : ee@*). Without loss of generality
iissume lhat a is not in the connected component of G-,So containing t and

It:L P(r, a) be an r-a geodesic in G. Notice that for any vertex w in V(P(r, a))

ee@) 2 l(P(r, a)) : l(P(u, w))ll(P(w, a)),

rvlroro l(P) clenotes the length of the path P.

lf z* eV(P(r,cr.)), then l(P(r,z*)) ) I and l(P(r*,a,))) es(z') which by
(1.2) implies lhat es(r)) ee@*)!I) r(G)Jl, which is impossible since

,r t ( l((l). Thas z*6/V(P(r, a)). Since Bo e B(r, a, G), V(P(rc, a)'1 contains a

rr,r'l,rrx rt), sa,y, of So, Then to, z* e So and ta t' z*. Since S, e So(t, y, G\

rrrrrf t/,r t: gl,by Dirac'st'heorem, (Sc) is complete and thereforc ds(w,zt): l-
'l'lrir irrrplies that

I(P(w, a)) ) e6@')-t.

lf ,,,,(:f) '' r(G), then by (1.2) and (1.3) rve have t'hat es(n) ) ee@*)) r(G1,

ir lri,'lr is impossible since r e C(G). Thus e5r(z*) : r(G). This implies by
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definition of z*, that (ct) is true and rgo 9 D(G) anil thereforc t(p(r,u)) > 2.
Then, a,sw eV(P(r,a)),by (I.2)and(1.3) itfollou.s thates(r))e6@*)!t2r(G),
contradicting the fact t'hat r e C(G). Tliis completes the proof of the lemma. !

From the above lemma we deduce the follo.lving

I'emma 2 : If G e g, r, A are distinct nonadjacent uerti,ces irz C(G), then

Sr(*,y, G) : So(", y, <C(G)>). ... (2.1)

Proof : Let S e Bo(c, A, <C(G)>).

Noticethat X:BU0/G)-C(GD e.z)
belongs tro S(r, g, G). Let 

^90 
C X be an element of So(r, y, G). As r, y e C(G),

by (Ct) of Lemma 1, Bo e C(G) and therefore

Bo e B(r, y, <C(G)>). ... (2.3)

By (2.2) and (2.3), Bo e B. By (2.1) and (2.3) it follows that B : Bo 6 So(r,y,G),
by selection of Bo.

Therefore So(r, y, <C(G)>) Q So@, y, G). (2.4)

Conversely, let S'eSo(r,y,G), then by (Ct) of Lemma 1, B'CC(G).
As r, y e C(G), B' e B(r, A, <C(G)>). Let S 

-( 
B' be an element of

So(*,y, <C(G)>). By Q.Q, S e So@,y,G). Since B, S'e Bo(r,y,G) and
SE,S'we have that S': Be Bo(r,A, <C(G)>) and therefore

So(*, A, G) f So(r, A, <C(G)>). . .. (2.5)

The relations (2.4) and (2.5) imply lemma 2. !
The following Corollaries 3, 4 and 5 are easy to prove.

Corollary 3 : If Ge g, fi,A are d,istinct nonad,jacent aertices of C(G), then

S(r,y, <C(c)>.) C S(r,y,G).

Corollary 4 : If G e 1], th,en eitlrcr <C(G)> is complete or the aerter
connecti,uity function lc satisfies k(G) < k(<C(G)>).

Corollary 5 : (Laskar and Shier l9l) : If G e jj, tlrcn <C(G)> is
connected,.

Corollary 6 : If G e g, tlten <C(G)> hus no utt-uerter of <C(G)>.

Proof .' Suppose <C(G)> has a cut-vertex z, say. By Lemma 2, z is
also a cut-vertex of G and this contraficts (C2) of Lemma l. n

From Corollaries 5 and 6 rve have the following
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Cor"ollary 7 : (Jordan, see, p. 73 tll) : If G is a tree, then, <C(G)) : Kr
or Kr.

In the next Theorem \1'e shoru that the diameteir of the center graph of
G e I is universally bounded.

Theorem 8: If G ep,tlten d(<C(G)>) < 3

Proof : By Corollary 5, h: 1C(G)) is connected. Suppose that
d(G) > 4. Choose r.y in C(G) such that d*r(r,U): cl(Gr) ) 4. Notice that

Nz*r(r) e S(r,y, Gr) and therefore contains an elernent, Su of Bo(r, a,G). By

Lemnra 2, Bo e So(r, y, G). Notice that' for every: z 6 So e N2rr(r), dsr(r, z) ) 2

and d*r(U, z) ) d(Gr)-2 > 2, it follorvs then that ds(r, z) ) 2 and d,q(y, z) ) 2,

contradicting (C2) of Lemma l. X

From Theorem 8 we immediately have the follov-ing

Corollary 9 : (Laskar and Shier [9]) : If G e I and, is self-centered', ther

r(G): d(G) < 3.

It may be remarked that Corollary 9 was proved in [9] from certain tight
bounds for r(G) in terms of cl(G) for G e -Q.

The following lemma u.ill be usecl in the proof of Theorem I I.

Lemma l0 : If G e,Q ui,tlt, (r, rI) : (2,3) then d(<C(G)> ) < 2.

Proof : Let r. y e C(G), il + A, and ry ( E(G) a'nd GL: <C(G)>.
lllhen -tY!,(r) e S(r, A, G). B5. Oorollary :, n'!r(r) e S(n, y, ()). Since r e C(G),

:ry g E(G) and r(G) :2,tveha,ve d,6(r,y):2. Tf P(r, y) is an r-y geodesic

irr G, then since Ar!, (r) e S(r,y,G), Lhe micldle vertex of P(n, y) belongs to

At!,(r) and thelefore T(P(ru, yD e CG) ancl cl",(r, A) : 2, proving the

krrnma. !
In the next theorern rve obtzrin an universal [,nd t]re

lirr ru(G).

'llheorem ll : If G e g oncl is of orcler n, tlten c(G) (

best possible bound

4 a.nd tlte bouttd, is

thr, lr'.st possible,for ull n ) I0.

I'roof : Bv 'tr'heorem 8, the only possibilities for (rr,dr) are (0,0). (1, 1),

(:f,:J), (:1,3), (1,2) and (2,3). If (rr, clr) equals one of the first four values,

l,lrrrrr - :Cz(G)> : <C(G)> atrd therefore cr,(G) ( 2. If (rr, dr): (1. 2), then
1!'t((t)':, is complete and <C3(G)>: <C'(G)>, so c(G) ( 3. If (rt,clr)
(:j, :t), then by Lemma L0, (rr, dr) equals (0, 0), (r ,I), (2,2) ot (L,2). If
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(rr, dr) equals one of the first three values, then <C"(G)> : qC2(G)2 and
a(C) ( 3. X'inally if (rr, dr) : (L,2), then <Ct(G)> is complete and

<Cn(G)> : <C7(G)t and therefore a(G) 4 4. To show that the bound is
the best possible for all n ) L},let G(n) be the graph in .gi defined belo.r.

xt
x1o

o
a
o

Xp
t1

Fig. l. The graph G(n).

Then
r<?<6,
'i : 7,8,

9={r,(n.
Consequently

<C(G)> =

<c2(o)> = Fig. 3.

<c3(o)>

These imply tlr.at a(G) : 4. n
It may be remarlred that the composition G[Ks], (refer p. 108 of [2])

'where G : G(10) defined above and s is a positive integer, belongs to jj and
has vertex connectivity s and a,(GlKtl) : a. Therefore vertex connectivity
of G does not place severe restriction on a(G) for G e g.

The following theorem, as pointed b,' the teferee, is a corollary to a,

recent theorem of Chang-Nemhauser and a theorem of Lasl<ar-Shier [9].

[Ref.: G. T. Chang and G. L. Nemhauser "1(-domination and k-stability
problems on graphs," SIAM Journal on Algebraic and Discrete Methods

(to appear)1. This theorem wa,s obtained earlier by Das-Rao [Ref.: P. Das

l''
ee@): f 

a,

ls,

Tig. 2.
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and S. B. R,ao, Abstracts A1\[S, \'/ol. 3 (1982), p' 285] b5r applf ing Lemma I

to a vertex minimal counter example of a self-centered chordal graph of

diameter 3, if one suoh exixts.

Theorem 12 : Th,ere is no self-centereil chord,al, graph G with, (r, d) : (3, 3).

Consequently .for a self-centred, graph G, r(G) ( 2'

The corollary 14 of the follorving Lemma 13 rvill be used in Theorem 15

u,hich characterizes self-centered chordal gi'aphs with radius 2' Lemma 13 was

proved by Jamison (unpublishecl), as mentioned in [8], by using convexity in

graphs. It can also be deduced from Dirac's theorem [5] (see also introduction).

Lemma 13: If G eSancJueV(G),thenthere eni'sts a u'e S(G)such

that d6 (u. u') : ec(u).

Corollary 14 : If G e p attcl (r,d): (2,2) then lS(C)l > 3'

trYe now present a characterization of self-centerecl chordal graphs G.

If r(G) ( 1, then G is a complete graph.

Theorem 15 : If G e p is oJ order n, A(G) < n-2, then G 'is self-cente'red'

with r -- 2 i.f and, only if era.ctlg one oJ the fol,loui,ng holds'

(a) There erists a z e s(G) such that G-z is a self-centered, graph with rad,i'us

2, <N1(](z)> is on absorbent clique of ()-z not aontai,n'ing a uerten of degree

n-2 in G-2.

(b) lS(G) | )- 3 and' there erists a function f from S(G) into D*-r(G) such

that for eaery 'u e S(G), 'u f f (u) anrl uf(u) d E(G), where D.-"(G) i's the set of

uertices u of G uith degree of u equal, to n-2.
Proof : Sfficiency: Let G e g, A(G) ( n-2' Then r(G)) 2' To

shorv (r', ,l): (2,2) it is enough to shorv lhat rI:2' If (a) holds, then

es(z) : 2 : ea\:), for every r € tr/(G-z). Therefore cl : 2' If (b) holds,

then let I/1 :/(S(G)), V2- S(G), Vz: V(G)-Vr-Vr. Then <Vr> is

complete, <^9> has no edges and G[21, Vr]: Kr,r-I where s: lS(G)l
1nd 1is a l-factor of the complete bipartite graph, Kr,"' If now u,ueT(G),

u' I u, ua $ E(G), fher- ils(tt', u) - 2 unless both u' u are in Z,' in which case if
ut e s(G) and. u * u, u,then [a, f(u:), a]is a path of length 2 in G and therefore

it"gain d,G(u, a) : 2. Thus d(G) : 2, completing t'he proof of the sufficiency'

To prove the necessit,y,leb G be a self-centered chordal graph with r:2.
lfjrst note, since A(G) 4 n-2 and G is connect'ed that'

^9(O n D"-z(G) :0.
By Corollary 14, lS(G)l > 3 and also for any z e S(G),

the clique .ly'|(z) is absorbent in G-2, not containing a

full desree vertex of G-2.

(r5. r)

.. (15.2)
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Further, for any z e S(G), by hypothesis d(G-z) ( 2.

If now (a) does not hold, then for al-v z e S(G), we lnaye r(G-z) : I and
therefbre there exists a vertex j(z) e C(G-z) such that, zf(z) e E(G) and by
(15.L) dc(f(z)) : n-2, therefore (b) holds.

If (b) does not hold, then there exists a z e S(G) such that for every
n ( Nrn@) ! {z}, we have degs(r) ( rz-3 and therefore es_2(n) },- 2. Since
GeS is a (2,2) graph and zerS(G), it follor,vs tltal es_7(y) :2 for every
y e V(G-z); and therefore G-z is a (2, 2) graph.

If (a) and (b) both hold, then fot az satisfying (a), G-z is a (2, 2) graph
which then impiies tirat degree of f(z) is at most n-J, conttadicting (b).

This completes the proof of the necessity. n
Lemma 16 : If II is o, chord{rl graph with (r(H), d(H)) : (2,8) anrt

r(aC(H)>) ) 2, then II : C(G) for some G e S.
Proof : Let G be the graph obtained fuom H b5' attaching one pendant

vert'ex at each of the vertices of C(H). Then G is chordal (r(G), cl{,G)): (3, 4)

and C(G) : Y(H). tr
Lemma 17 : If H e g. antJ II has two uerten d,isjoint absorbent cli,ques

C1, C2, then H : C(G) for some G e S.
Proof .' Define a graph G as follows :

V(G) : V(H)U {*r, *r, rz,, ns} rvhere 15 ( V(H), I ( r: ( 4.

t(G) : t(H)U {rrrlr r CJ U {rrrln e Cr}U {nrrr, :rrrn}.

Since Cr, Crare absorbent cliques of II e -E, it is easy to check that, G e .E. and

3, if reV(H),

4, if w : rr, 12,

5, tf N : frs, rq.

Therefore C(G): V(H) and <C(G)> : H. il
To prove Theorem 2l which characterizes chordal ff rvith (r, d,) : (L,2)

such that H : <C(G)>, we need the follorving t.lvo Lemmas 18 and 19. frr
Lemma 18 we prove the existence of a representative set for a family of cliqucs
covering the vertices of a chordal graph and satisfying a property similar to
the odd cycle property in graphs (see p. f12, [I]).

Lemma 18 : Let €f : {Cr, i e I} be a .fami,ly of nonemltty cli,ques couer,i,n,i1

theuerticesof aalnrclal,graphGsati,sfying :(DI)for euery,i, j e I withCl)C1: rl
there are uerti,ces r e C4, U e Ci such tha,t ry e E(G).

f
Ies(r): I
I

t
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Then there erists cL olique C oJ G 'with the p'operty tkt't for euery i, e I,

C ACn, / Q. (r8.r)

Proof : The proof is by induction on p - lV(G)|. If p : I, then

clearly the lemma holds. Assume that the lemma holds for all chordal graphs

of orderp-1. Let Gbe a choldal graph of orderp and .f : {Q : i, e I} be a

family of nonempty cliques covering Z(G) such that (Dl) holds. '[IIe consider

two cases.

Case (l). For some j e I, Ci: {zc} and ue S(G).

In this case let C: Nn@) U{"}. (18.2)

ThenCisaclique. If CnCt:Q forsomeiel,then u,(Ca. By hypo-

thesis of Oase (l), CiOCi: f and then by (Dt) therc exist, vertices n eC,tr,

ye1t such that ryeU(G). Notice llnab y:11. Hencc reNr(u,)e C by
(I8.2) and therefore r e C f)C6, a conttadiction. Thus (I8.1) holds in this
case for this C.

Case(2). Negationof Case (l). Let w e S(G) and;F' : {Cu: Cr{w}li, e I}.
Then by the hypothesis of case (2), g'is a family of nonempty cliques covering
the vertices of the chordal graph G-w of order p-1. We prove that the

condition (Df ) holds for €F'. Suppose that for some

i,1i e I, C; OC; : 0. (r8.3)

It Q AC, : d, then by (Dl) for gl lhere exist elements r e C6 y e C1

such that ry e E(G). In this case if neither r nor y equals w, then ry e E(G-w).
So we may assume that n:w. Choose a vertex zeC|;thenz*w: r and
since zo, zeCi a clique, wzeU(G). Since u;yeE(G) and w e S(G), rve have

zy e E(G-w), where zeCi andy eC1 : Co as C4OCi: Q and.w e C6.

rc C6nCt *Q, then by (18.3) and definition of .F', we have

CtOCi: {*}. (r8.4)

(ihoose r e Cn, y e C;. Since C6, C1 are cliques by (18.4), ur,xay eE(G) and
l,lren by simpliciality of w in G, ry e E(G-w).

By inductive hypothesis, there is a clique C' of G-w such that (18.1)

is satisfied for €F'. Then C : C' is a clique of G and by definition of .5F', C

rir,l,isfies (f 8.I) for g. tl
Using Lemma 18, we prove t'he following

T,emma 19 : If {} e g. und, (r, d,) : (2,3), then G hds an absorbent cli,que
(t toi,th Ce CG).

on-12
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Proof : We consider two cases.

Cose (l). q: <C(G)> i's not compl,ete. Let r e S(Gt). We show that
the clique t : Nbr(ru) is absorbent in G. Since G, is not complete and

re S(Gr), there exists a r-ertex yeC(G), n+A, such that, ry(E(G). Then
U - ffb, @) e S(r,y,Gt) and, by Corollary 3, B e S(r,g,G). Norv for any

z e V(G) with z f B, since r(G) : 2 and r, y e C(G), it follorvs lhal d,G(r, z) < 2

und dq(y,z) < 2. Since B e S(r,y, G) it follorvs that z is adjacent in G to
some vertex of rS. Note that S g C(G).

Case (2). Gt: 1C(G)> i,s complete. We show lhat G, is absorbent in
G by using Lemma 18 and the following observation for: G e 9: If D is a
cycle of G, tb.en for every edge uu of D there is a vertex w * u, o in D such that

LLw,rau e E(fl)- (1e.1)

Suppose G, is not absorbent in G. Let rr, .. ., rnhe a listing of the elements

of V(G); and.

I : {ill < i < gt and. 16 is not absorbed by Gr}.

Since r(G) : 2, fot every a e I the vertex 16 is at'

distance 2 from every vertex of C(G).

(1e.2)

(1e.3)

Claim | : n'or rj e I, there exists a vertex zie V(G)-C(G) with xiz e E(G)
such that

zr e E(G) for every r e C(G). (1e.4)

Choose a vertex z e V(G) with rp e E(G) such that z is adjacent to the
maximum number of vertices in C(G). Notice by (t9.3) that z e V(G)-C(G)
and z is adjacent to at least one vertex in C(G). Suppose now that there exists
an element r e C(G) such that zr $ E(G). By (19.3) there is az' e V(G)-C({})
such that z'tr,l'ftie E(G). By the selection of z,then there exists a r'eC(Gl
wilh z'r' ( E(G) but, zr'e E(G). Then [2, n',x,t', rl is a 5-cycle of G such
that zr, r' z', *'fri f E(G) contradicting'(19.1) for the edge zr'.

I'or i e 1, define Ci Lo be the set of all vertices z in
V(G)-C(G) such that rciz e E(G) ar,'d zr e E({}) for
eYeryneC(G). (19.6)

We now prove ltrab er : {C, : i e I} is a family of nonempty cliques of
the chordal graph fl, induced on < 

VrCor,satisfying 
condition (Dl) of

Lemma 18. That C6 is nonempty follows by claim l. Let z,z' e Ci, z t' z'. Il'
zz' $ E(G) for some z,z'eC.tr, ? *?', then for arry reC(G), lz,n,z',/;] is rl,
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4-cycle by (19.a) of G without chords. Thus cc is a clique of G and also the

cliques of ;r together cover, by definition, V(H).

Suppose norv (Dl) is not satisfied fot Ci, C1, i, i e I- (19'6)

ce )cr : Q. (re.7)

Since d(G) : 3,We consider c&ses depending on the value cls(ri, r1).

d6@i, r,1) { 3.

Case (a) ds(ri,r1):1. Choose zeCi, z'eC1 and re C(G). Then by
(19.5), (f9.6), (f9.3) and the selectiorr of r, fr,z,ri,11,z'f is a 5-cycle of G in

which nn5,nn1,zz' ( E(G), contradicting (I9.1) for the edge rz.

Case (b) d's(r6,ri:2. Let lr6,y,nil be an $i-ili geodesic in G' By

(L9.2) y d4l)C1 and since riy e E(G)bur y ( C6 by (19.5), there exists an

r e C(G) such that gr ( E(G). Choose z e Ci and z' e Ci. Then by (19.3),

(19.5), (19.6) and the selection of r, lr,z,ri,y,11,z') is a 6-cycle of G in which

frt6, n!, frili,?z' 4 E(G), contradicting (I9.1) fbr the edge rz.

Case (c) d's(r,i, ri : 3. Bubcase (l) : There exists an q-rj geodesic

lrt,y,A', ri] with a vertex n CrUCI

Notice by (19.7) tlnt, y f C1, y' 4 Ct. Without loss of generaiity &ssume

that y e C1, then since qy' e E(t/) by (19.6), A' d C t and by (19.5) there exist's

a,n r e C(G) such Lhat y'r O E(G). Choose z' eCi. Then by (19.3), (I9.5),

(19.6) and the selectior of fr,fr, y, !' , 11, z'l is a 5-cycle of G in which fiA', rti,
uz' ( E(G), contradicting (19.1) for the edge rg.

SutLcase (2) : There is no ri-q geodesic as in subcase (f ).

Let' lr1, U, U', rcjl be an rn-fri geodesic of G' Choose z e Ci, z' e C1' As

rry e E(G) blt y ( Ci by hypothesis, there is a vertex r e C(G) such that
y:r ( E(G). Then by (19.3), (19.5), (f 9.6) and the selection of r, and the

fr.ypothesis of subcase (2) lr,z,rt,U,y',ri,z') is a 7-cycle of G in tvhic}i. mi,
:t'xl,rrj,zz',zy' O E(G), contradicting (19.1) for tho edge tz'

Now rve are ready to complete the proof. Thus Cr

satisfies the h5'pothesis of the Lemma l8 for the

chordal graph fl induced on <u Ca>. By Lemma lB

there exists a clique C of H such that (IS.f) holds for
every i e I. Fix &n i, e I and choose a vettex

ueCflC6 (1e.8)

\V<r slrow that ueC(G). Since r(G) :2,for this it is enough to show that

for every y e V(G), ds(u, y) { 2. (le.e)
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rf y is inc(G) or is absorbed'hy c(G), then by (r9.8) and (rg.d), the equation
(19.9) holds. Thus we may &ssume t]nat y: nj for some je1. By (f8.1),
there exists a vertex a e c )ci and. by (r9.8), (r9.b) and the fact c is a, clique
it follows that lu,'t), n1 : yl is apath of length 2 in Gand (r9.9) hords. Thus
u e C(G) and by (r9.8) and (19.b) we get a contradiction.

Therefore the assumption that the crique c(G) is not absorbent is false. !
Corollary 20 : If G e .e i,s of ord,er )- 2 then d(G) < 3 if and onty if G

Iws an absorbent clique contai,ned, i,n C(G).

Proof : If G has an absorbent clique, then it is easy to see that d(G) ( B.
The converse follows from Lemma 19 and the fact that if d(G) < 2, then for
any u e B(G), fl[(u) is an absorbent clique of G contained in C(G). n

rn the next lemma rve show that the converse of Lemma'lz holds when
H e g, r(H) : I and d(H) : 2.

Theorem 2l: If Hegwi,tlt, r(H):I, d(H):2, then H:<C(G)>
for some G e s il and only i,f Ir has two uerter rlisjoi,nt absorbent cliques; or
equi,aalently lC(H)l ),- 2 or IC(H)I : I d,nd, d,(H-z) { B where C(H) : {z}.

Proof : The sufficiency follorvs from Lemma rr. The necessity may
be proved as follows. rf lc(H)l > z, let r, y be distinct, vertices of c(H).
Then {r}, rg} arc vertex disjoint absorbent cliques of -8. Thus we may assume
that I C(H)I : r. Ler C(H) : {z}. As 11 : <C(G)> it follows by Corollary
6 that z is not a cut vertex of H, as d,(H):2 and, lV(H)l ) S. Therefore
Ht: H-z is cormected.

Claim L. d(f1r) < 3. Suppose d(Hr) ) 4 and let r, y e V(Hr) such that
drr(*,a): d(Hr). Then

and therefore

S, : N|r(r) e S(r, U, Hr)

B - B, U {"} u S(r,y, H).

(2r.1)

(2r.2)

Therefore
for every

But S(r, y, H) : B(r, y, <C(G)>) C.S(r, y, Gy by Corollary S.

S contains an element Soe So@,y,G). Then, by (21.f ) and ef .U.
w e So-{z}, we have

cl17@, w) ) 2 and d11(y, ra) )- 2.

As fl: <C(G)> and So-{z}e Y@):C(G) by (2r.1), it follows that for
eYery w e So-{z},

rlG@, w) ) 2 and ds(y, w) ) 2,

contradicting (C2) of Lemma I for Bo and G. This completes the proof ol-
the claim.
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Now we are ready to complete the proof of the Theorem. By claim I
and Corollary 20, Hr: H-{"} has an absorbent clique C., say. As r(11) : l,
kj : C(H), it follows that, C, and C, : {z} are yertex disjoint absorbent
cliques of .t/. n

We give an infinite family .Fr (respectively, &) of H e g with
(r(H), d(H)) : (2,3) such that f/ is the center graph (respectivel/, not the
center graph) of some (respectively, any) G e S.

xr

d

The graph lfl(n)

grr: {Hr(n) : n is a positive integer}.

.7r: {Hr(n) : z is a positive integer}.

Note that in Hr(n), Cr: {a,b}. Cz: {c,tl) are two vertex disjoint
rr,lrsorbent cliques. Hence by Lemma 17, .7r has f,he stated property.

Note that in Hr(n), So : {o, b} e ,-So(r, gr, Hr(n)). By (CZ) of Lemma l,
.F" has the stated property.

lVe remark that Theorems 8, 12, I5, 2I and the fact that ,K", is a self-
,',.rrl,<:r'ed choldal graph together characterize II e S with (r(11), d(H)) + (2,2)
rvlri.lr are the center graphs of some G e g. l-urther, Corollary 4 may be
rrrrr:rf l,o show that the center graph of a lc-Lree is either complete or is again a
l l,rrro and then using Lemma l, a good characlerization of the center graphs
,rl'ih'l,rr;or.l, in particular the center graphs of maximal outerplanar graphs [rz]
rrrrr,y lxr given. These are deferred to a later communication.

o
o
o

The graph Hr(n)
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